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Abstract

This article presents a diode laser based, cavity ring-down spectrometer for simulta-
neous in situ measurements of four nitrogen oxide species, NO3, N2O5, NO, NO2, as
well as O3, designed for deployment on aircraft. The instrument measures NO3 and
NO2 by optical extinction at 662 nm and 405 nm, respectively; N2O5 is measured by5

thermal conversion to NO3, while NO and O3 are measured by chemical conversion to
NO2. The instrument has several advantages over previous instruments developed by
our group for measurement of NO2, NO3 and N2O5 alone, based on a pulsed Nd:YAG
and dye laser. First, the use of continuous wave diode lasers reduces the requirements
for power and weight and eliminates hazardous materials. Second, detection of NO210

at 405 nm is more sensitive than our previously reported 532 nm instrument, and does
not have a measurable interference from O3. Third, the instrument includes chemical
conversion of NO and O3 to NO2 to provide measurements of total NOx (=NO+NO2)
and Ox (=NO2 +O3) on two separate channels; mixing ratios of NO and O3 are de-
termined by subtraction of NO2. Finally, all five species are calibrated against a single15

standard based on 254 nm O3 absorption to provide high accuracy. Disadvantages
include an increased sensitivity to water vapor on the 662 nm NO3 and N2O5 chan-
nels and a modest reduction in sensitivity for these species compared to the pulsed
laser instrument. The measurement precision for both NO3 and N2O5 is below 1 pptv
(2σ, 1 s) and for NO, NO2 and O3 is 170, 46, and 56 pptv (2σ, 1 s) respectively. The20

NO and NO2 measurements are less precise than research-grade chemiluminescence
instruments. However, the combination of these five species in a single instrument,
calibrated to a single analytical standard, provides a complete and accurate picture of
nighttime nitrogen oxide chemistry. The instrument performance is demonstrated using
data acquired during a recent field campaign in California.25
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1 Introduction

The nitrate radical, NO3 and its reservoir species, dinitrogen pentoxide (N2O5) are im-
portant trace gases in the nocturnal atmosphere (Wayne et al., 1991). NO3 is formed
by reaction of ozone with NO2 (Reaction R1), and NO3 then reacts with NO2 to re-
versibly form N2O5 (Reaction R2).5

O3+NO2 →NO3+O2 (R1)

NO3+NO2 ↔N2O5 (R2)

These species are typically present at very modest levels during daytime because NO3
undergoes rapid photolysis and reaction with NO, which is present during the day and
in close proximity to large NOx emission sources during the night.10

NO3+hν →NO2+O
→NO+O2

(R3)

NO3+NO→2NO2 (R4)

The nitrate radical is a strong oxidant and is consumed by reactions with biogenic
VOCs and sulfur compounds, and some classes of highly reactive anthropogenic VOCs
(Atkinson, 1991). N2O5 undergoes heterogeneous uptake to aerosol. Its hydrolysis15

leads either to non-photochemical conversion of NOx to soluble nitrate via production
of HNO3 (Jones and Seinfeld, 1983), or to activation of photolabile halogens through
formation of nitryl chloride, ClNO2 (Finlayson-Pitts et al., 1989; Thornton et al., 2010).
Thus, NO3 and N2O5 are intermediates in a number of important atmospheric chemical
transformations, and understanding their atmospheric concentrations is an important20

topic of current research.
Much of the prior database for understanding these processes was based on mea-

surements of NO3 by differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) over a long,
open path or by passive techniques using natural light sources (Platt et al., 1980;
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Solomon et al., 1989; Plane and Nien, 1992). Such measurements have been ex-
tremely useful in developing an understanding of the factors that govern nighttime
chemistry. In situ instruments add to this database by enabling measurements from
mobile platforms, such as aircraft and ships (e.g., Brown et al., 2007a) , and from tall
towers (e.g., Brown et al., 2007b). The in situ measurements are valuable for charac-5

terizing the strong vertical gradients characteristic of the nocturnal boundary layer or
for measurements within the residual daytime boundary layer.

Cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) is a sensitive technique for in situ measure-
ment of atmospheric trace gases (Brown, 2003). In situ measurement of NO3 was first
developed approximately a decade ago and was based on CRDS with either a pulsed10

dye laser (Brown et al., 2002) or extended cavity diode laser (King et al., 2000). Ther-
mal conversion of N2O5 to NO3 in a second channel enabled direct measurement of
the sum of the two compounds and measurement of N2O5 itself by difference. This de-
velopment ultimately led to the deployment of a CRDS instrument for NO3 and N2O5 on
aircraft (Dubé et al., 2006). Although the pulsed laser system used in this instrument15

had a relatively small footprint, such laser systems are in general somewhat cumber-
some for field instruments because of their requirements for power and weight. In
addition, the use of toxic dyes and solvents requires hazardous materials that are not
ideal for field environments, especially aircraft.

The aircraft instrument described above also incorporated measurements of NO2 by20

pulsed laser CRDS at 532 nm by taking advantage of the Nd:YAG laser second har-
monic that was used to pump the dye laser (Osthoff et al., 2006). These NO2 measure-
ments required active subtraction of an interference from ozone, but were otherwise
accurate (Fuchs et al., 2010). These CRDS NO2 measurements have recently been
further developed using a diode laser with a center wavelength near 405 nm (Fuchs et25

al., 2009). Because there is no significant interference from ozone at this wavelength,
this approach is capable of simultaneous detection of NO via its conversion to NO2 in
excess ozone. We have also recently demonstrated the analogous conversion of O3 to
NO2 in excess NO (Washenfelder et al., 2011).
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In this paper, we describe a single CRDS instrument based on diode lasers that
measures NO3, N2O5, NO, NO2, and O3. Unlike the previous instruments from our
group, this instrument uses a diode laser near the maximum in the NO3 absorption
spectrum at 662 nm for the measurement of NO3 and N2O5 (Dubé et al., 2006). This
is advantageous in terms of size, weight, power consumption, and elimination of toxic5

dyes. The main disadvantage to this approach is its increased sensitivity to water va-
por. Implications of the water vapor sensitivity for aircraft measurements are described
further below. A second diode laser centered near 405 nm is used for detection of
NO2 by CRDS and of NO and O3 by chemical conversion to NO2. The NO2 channel
provides not only a direct measurement of this compound, but also a method for cal-10

ibrating the NO3 and N2O5 measurements via the conversion of these compounds to
NO2 in excess NO as described by Fuchs et al. (2009). The NO2 measurement is itself
calibrated against a standard based on ultraviolet absorption of ozone at 254 nm as
described by Washenfelder et al. (2010), providing a common analytical standard for
all five species measured by this instrument.15

The combination of these five trace gases provides a complete picture of the night-
time chemistry shown in Reactions (R1)–(R4). Measurements of NO2 and O3 provide
the source for NO3 formation. Direct measurement of NO3 and N2O5 allow for under-
standing of their chemistry in the nighttime atmosphere. Measurement of NO char-
acterizes one of the most important nighttime sinks for NO3 and N2O5. This paper20

describes the design and operation of this instrument, and its deployment on aircraft.

2 Instrument description

Cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) is commonly used for sensitive detection of
trace gases and has been described in several reviews (Busch and Busch, 1999;
Brown, 2003; Atkinson, 2003). CRDS is a direct absorption spectroscopy in which25

the optical path length is enhanced by a high finesse cavity formed by a set of two
highly reflective mirrors. A laser is directed into the cavity, the optical intensity builds in
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the cavity, and then the laser is quickly turned off. The subsequent exponential decay
of light intensity from the cavity is monitored by measuring the light transmitted through
the back mirror. When an absorber is present, the exponential decay time constant is
reduced, providing an absolute measurement of optical extinction, as given in Eq. (1).

σ[A]=α=
Rl

c

(
1
τ
− 1
τ0

)
(1)5

Here, σ is the absorption cross-section corresponding to the absorber, center wave-
length and spectrum of the laser, [A] is the concentration of the absorber, α is the
optical extinction coefficient (units of inverse length), c is the speed of light, τ and τ0
are the exponential decay constants with and without the absorber in the cavity and
Rl is the ratio of the total length of the cavity to the length over which the absorber is10

present.
The instrument described here consists of two largely independent parts that share

a common set of electronics, data acquisition, frame and optical mounting system.
The first part is the measurement of NO3 and N2O5 using a diode laser centered a
662 nm. The second is the measurement of NO2, NO, and O3 using an additional15

diode laser centered 405 nm. The two parts of the instrument have separate inlets that
are only connected together during automated calibrations, as described further below.
A schematic of the instrument is shown in Fig. 1 with NO3/N2O5 measurement framed
in red and the NO/NO2/O3 measurement framed in blue. A photo of the instrument is
shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.20

2.1 NO3 and N2O5 measurement

Previous NO3 and N2O5 instruments from our group were based on cavity ring-down
spectroscopy using a pulsed dye laser and a Nd:YAG laser to pump the dye laser.
Diode lasers, which are available at wavelengths near the 662 nm absorption maxi-
mum of the nitrate radical, are a suitable alternative that are smaller, lighter, lower in25

power consumption and do not require hazardous material. Like pulsed dye lasers,
1560
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commercially available Fabry-Perot diode lasers are spectrally broad enough to cou-
ple passively to the mode structure of the optical cavity (Fuchs et al., 2009). They
are also spectrally narrow enough to provide a specific measurement for the nitrate
radical. Ayers et al. (2005) and Schuster et al. (2009) have already demonstrated the
use of similar diode lasers for detection of NO3 and N2O5. The instrument described5

here is similar to these instruments aside from two distinct differences. First, our in-
strument uses an on-axis rather than an off-axis alignment to couple the laser to the
optical cavity, similar to our 405 nm NO2 detection scheme (Fuchs et al., 2009). Since
the nominal 0.5 nm width of the diode laser spectrum overlaps more than 2000 longi-
tudinal modes of the 93 cm cavities, it couples passively without active control of the10

laser spectrum or cavity modes. On-axis coupling also allows for a more compact (i.e.,
smaller diameter) sample cell, decreasing sample residence time and simplifying the
optical alignment. Second, this instrument incorporates an automated calibration for
NO3 and N2O5 against the NO2 channels.

Light is provided by a continuous wave (cw) diode laser (Power Technology Inc.,15

Fabry-Perot diode model IQµ series), with an output power of approximately 100 mW.
The laser can be temperature tuned over a range of 15–33 ◦C, corresponding to center
wavelengths 659.1–662.7 nm, although individual laser diodes typically vary in tun-
ing range. Upon request, the manufacturer selected a diode with tuning range that
includes the nitrate radical’s absorption peak near 662 nm. The laser spectrum is typi-20

cally composed of between 2 and 4 modes of the laser cavity. Each mode is separated
by ∼0.4 nm and has a width of ∼0.3 nm. The intensity in each mode is determined by
the temperature of the laser diode. Certain temperatures give output spectra that are
dominated by 1, or at most 2, of these 0.3 nm modes. A compact spectrometer (Ocean
Optics USB4000) is used to monitor the laser spectrum. The diode temperature is set25

to maximize the spectral overlap with the nitrate radical’s absorption. The laser oper-
ates in cw mode and is modulated on and off by a 0–5 volt square wave input. The rise
and fall time of the intensity is less than 30 ns, which is rapid on the time scale of the
intensity decay from the optical cavity. The laser is optically isolated from the cavities
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in this on-axis alignment in order to prevent potentially damaging back reflections from
entering the laser. The isolators consist of a single linear polarizer that is placed in
front of the laser, and three separate quarter waveplates; one placed directly in front
of each cavity. This design ensures that the polarization through the beamsplitters re-
mains linear, so that the polarization sensitivity of the beamsplitters does not degrade5

the performance of the isolators.
The cavities consist of two 25 mm diameter, 1 m radius of curvature high-reflectivity

dielectric mirrors. The mirrors are separated by 93 cm and mounted to an optical bread-
board in a custom bellows mount that allows optical alignment and a flexible seal to the
sample volume, from which the mirrors themselves are isolated. The cleanliness of10

the mirrors is maintained by a small purge flow, 25 sccm, of ultrapure air (zero air)
over each mirror to separate the mirror surface from the sample flow. Light transmitted
through the back mirror of the each cavity is collected by an optical fiber and detected
on a photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu HC120-05M). A bandpass filter centered
at 660 nm is used immediately before the PMT to reject stray light.15

The ring-down traces are digitalized using 14-bit oscilloscope card (National Instru-
ments PCI-6132) at a rate of 2.5×106 samples s−1. A digital output of the oscillo-
scope card is used to modulate the laser intensity normally at 500 Hz, but this can
be adjusted to increase the number of ring-down traces acquired or duration of each
ring-down trace. The ring-down traces are transferred to a computer over the PCI20

bus and co-added in lots of 100. The number of ring-down traces in each lot can be
adjusted to correspond with the laser modulation frequency and the desired measure-
ment frequency. The co-added ring-down traces are then fit to a single exponential
decay. The ring-down traces are fit using the techniques described by Everest and
Atkinson (2008). Usually, the digital Fourier transform method is used; however the25

linear, LRS, and Levenberg-Marquardt methods are also available. When using the
linear fitting method, the laser is turned off after every lot of 100 ring-down traces to
measure the zero level of the PMTs. During ambient sampling, only the fit parameters
are saved and ring-down traces are discarded after fitting.
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The upper panel of Fig. 2 shows a co-added ring-down trace acquired while sampling
laboratory air at a cell pressure of 504.6 hPa. The 1/e time constant for this ring-down
trace is 217.98±0.05 µs where the error is the covariance of the fit parameter. The
time constant is determined by the combination of Rayleigh scattering losses, mirror
reflectivity, and cavity alignment. Mirror reflectivity is 99.999%, or 10 ppm transmis-5

sion. The lower panel in Fig. 2 shows the fit residual as a percentage of the ring-down
trace. Higher reflectivity mirrors (Advanced Thin Films, Inc.) with R =99.9995% (5 ppm
transmission) have also been used in this instrument and give a ring-down time con-
stant in excess of 400 µs at 500 mbar pressure. All of the performance characteristics
described in this paper have been achieved with the lower reflectivity mirrors, which10

give a larger intensity throughput and allow a higher repetition rate. Instrument per-
formance with the higher reflectivity mirrors is not substantially different, however. For
the lower reflectivity mirrors, the laser is modulated at 500 Hz, and 0.2 s is needed to
acquire 100 ring-down traces; thus the overall signal acquisition rate should be 5 Hz.
However, due to overhead from transferring ring-down traces to the computer memory,15

fitting the ring-down traces, and auxiliary measurements, the actual data acquisition
rate of the measurement is currently limited to 3 Hz.

The sampling and inlet configuration for NO3 and N2O5 is equivalent to that de-
scribed by Fuchs et al. (2008) and is described only briefly here. Because NO3 and
N2O5 are reactive gases, the shortest possible residence time is needed in order to20

minimize wall losses for NO3, which has been shown previously to have a first order
loss with respect to reactions on the inlet walls of approximately 0.2 s−1 (Dubé et al.,
2006).

The inlet consists of several parts and is shown in Fig. 1. The first is a short length of
0.4 cm inner diameter Teflon tubing to bring ambient air from outside into the aircraft or25

instrument enclosure. Following this there are addition points for NO used to determine
the instrument zero, zero air used to overflow the inlet, and NO3/N2O5 additions for
calibration. Next, a short length of 1.6 mm inner diameter tubing is used as a flow
restriction to drop the pressure to approximately half of ambient. A Teflon membrane
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(Pall Corp. R2PJ047, 2 µm pore size, 25 µm thickness) is used in an automatic filter
changer describe by Dubé et al. (2006) to remove aerosol from the sample flow. After
the filter, the flow is split and delivered to each of the two sample cells by 0.64 cm
inner diameter tubing. A 78 cm length of 0.79 cm inner diameter tube along the axis
of each cavity creates the sample cell. Flows are set using flow controllers positioned5

downstream of the sample cells. One cell remains at ambient temperature to measure
the concentration of NO3. The sample gas in the other channel is heated to convert
N2O5 to NO3 in order to detect the sum of NO3 and N2O5. For this channel the gas flow
is heated in three stages that are designed to rapidly bring the gas to a temperature
sufficient to thermally dissociate N2O5 and then to hold it at a temperature where the10

equilibrium in Reaction (R1) is shifted mainly toward NO3. For example, the conversion
of N2O5 to NO3 based on its equilibrium constant is greater than 98% for ambient NO2
levels less than 10 ppbv at 75 ◦C. The first section is 0.64 cm inner diameter tubing,
40 cm long and held at 130 ◦C. The second is 25 cm long and held at 80 ◦C to reduce
thermal gradients and minimize flow noise in the sample cell which is held at 75 ◦C.15

A third 662 nm channel is used to continuously monitor the optical extinction from
species other than NO3, such as NO2, O3 and water vapor. It consists of an optical
cavity and sample cell downstream of the NO3 sample cell. NO is continuously added
to this sample cell in the same manner as the instrument zeroing described below.

The total flow through the inlet is controlled at a constant volumetric flow rate that20

is adjusted for conditions of a particular measurement campaign. Typical flows for
recent aircraft measurements described below were 15 and 9 LPM (liters per minute)
for the NO3 and NO3+N2O5 sample cells, respectively. As in our previously described
instrument, the zero for the NO3 measurement is determined by adding a small amount
of NO to the inlet. In an excess of NO, NO3 is rapidly converted via Reaction (R4)25

(k = 2.6×10−11 cm3 molecule−1 at 298 K) into NO2, which has an absorption cross-
section that is approximately 104 times smaller than that of NO3 at 662 nm. This zero
method does not influence optical extinction due to ambient levels of O3, NO2 or H2O
and is therefore highly specific for NO3. A small flow of a 100 ppmv NO in N2 mixture
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is added to the inlet flow to produce an NO concentration of ∼ 1012 molecules cm−3,
designed to give >99.9% conversion of NO3 to NO2 before the flow enters the axis of
the NO3 measurement cell. The zero of the instrument is typically 5 s in duration and
is measured at arbitrary intervals depending on requirements. During aircraft ascent
and descent, when changes in pressure lead to rapid changes in background time5

constant due to Rayleigh scattering, the zero interval can be as short as once per
minute. On level flight legs or for ground based measurements, a zero interval of 3–
5 min is normally sufficient to track any changes in τ0 due to cavity alignment or variable
background absorbers.

2.2 NO, NO2, and O3 measurement10

Measurement of NO2 is integral to the NO3 and N2O5 calibrations and measurements
of inlet transmission. Measurement of NO2 using a diode laser center at 405 nm im-
proves its sensitivity compared to our previously described, 532 nm instrument (Osthoff
et al., 2006; Fuchs et al., 2010), since the NO2 cross-section is approximately 4× larger
at 405 nm. Furthermore, the interference from ozone is essentially eliminated, since15

its absorption cross-section is approximately 104 times smaller than that of NO2 at
405 nm. Both NO and O3 can be measured by the same instrument via conversion
to NO2; conversion of NO to NO2 in excess ozone has been described previously by
Fuchs et al. (2009), while conversion of O3 to NO2 in excess NO has been described
by Washenfelder et al. (2011).20

A second diode laser centered a 405 nm (Power Technology Inc., Fabry-Perot diode
model IQµ series) provides the light source for the CRDS detection of NO2. While
this diode laser is not actively temperature tuned, it is held at a constant 20 ◦C. We
have found the center wavelength to be stable over the lifetime of the laser by repeated
checks against a calibrated grating spectrometer. The laser output power of 80 mW is25

divided into three equal parts using a 33% beamsplitter and a 50% beamsplitter. The
three cavities are constructed in the same manner as the 662 nm cavities, except that a
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bandpass filter centered at 405 nm is used in front of the photomultiplier to reject stray
light. The layout is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The data acquisition for the 405 nm channels is done in the same way as for the
662 nm channels using a second oscilloscope card to modulate the laser and ac-
quire the ring-down down traces. The 405 nm mirrors have a reflectivity of 99.9965%5

(35 ppmv transmission) and give typical background time constants of 40 µs at a pres-
sure of 840 hPa. Because the time constants on the 405 nm cavities are shorter than
the 662 nm cavities, the laser is modulated at four times the frequency, or 2 kHz. Ring-
down traces are acquired in lots of 400 and co-added to achieve the same overall data
acquisition rate (3 Hz) as the 662 nm side of the instrument. It is not required that both10

the 662 nm channels and the 405 nm channels acquire the ring-down traces in lots
corresponding to equal acquisition time but doing so maximizes the total number of
ring-down traces collected.

The NO, NO2 and O3 sample cells have a separate inlet from the NO3/N2O5 mea-
surement, and the inlet is simpler because the 405 nm cavities are operated at ambient15

pressure and the measured species are less reactive. Ambient air is drawn in through
a length of 0.4 cm inner diameter to a 1 µm pore size Teflon filter (Pall Corp. R2PL047)
in a commercial, PFA Teflon mount (Savillex). The smaller pore-size filter ensures re-
jection of smaller size aerosol to which the 405 nm channels may in principle be more
sensitive. Loss of NO, NO2 and O3 on these filters is negligible. There is no evidence20

for a signal due to aerosol extinction on the downstream side of these filters during
sampling in ambient air. Following the filter, the flow is split into three equal parts and
delivered to the sample cells. Before entering each sample cell, there is a reactor con-
sisting of a 33 cm length of 0.95 cm inner diameter tubing. The flow rate through each
channel is controlled at 2.7 LPM (volumetric) to maintain a residence time of 0.6 s (plug25

flow) within each reactor while sampling from variable external pressure from aircraft.
On the first channel used for the NO2 measurement, the purpose of the “reactor” is
only to match the residence time of all three channels, so that NO2 may be accurately
subtracted from NOx or Ox, as described below.
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The second channel measures total NOx via conversion of NO to NO2 in excess O3.
A 12 sccm flow of ∼3 parts per thousand (ppthv) ozone is added at the beginning of
the reactor via a three way valve that allows switching of this ozone addition to a vent
line. The ozone is generated by passing a flow of pure oxygen over a mercury-argon
lamp (UVP 90-0004-01). The resulting ozone concentration in the sample cell is ap-5

proximately 4×1014 (∼16 ppmv at 1 atm and 298 K) and is measured periodically from
the change in optical extinction at 405 nm (∼ 6×10−9 cm−1) upon switching the ozone
flow into and out of the sample cell. This measurement is checked less frequently us-
ing a commercial ozone monitoring instrument. The background extinction due to this
added ozone changes the ring-down time constant by approximately 0.25 µs from its10

nominal value of 40 µs at 1 atm. The presence of this large excess ozone converts NO
quantitatively to NO2 via Reaction (R5).

O3+NO→NO2+O2 k298=1.9×10−14 cm−3molecule−1s−1 (R5)

Conversion of NO to NO2 under these reactor conditions is greater than 99%. A small
correction of 1–2% is required to account for the further oxidation of NO2 to higher15

oxides of nitrogen, NO3 and N2O5, via Reactions (R1) and (R2) (Fuchs et al., 2009).
The measured NOx concentration is also corrected for the small dilution (∼0.5%) due
to the addition of the O3/O2 flow.

The third channel measures total odd oxygen, Ox = NO2 + O3, via the analogous
conversion of O3 to NO2 in excess NO. A small flow of NO from a standard mixture of20

NO in N2 (Scott-Marin) is added at the beginning of the reactor to produce an excess
concentration of NO identical to the excess O3 concentration in the NOx channel (i.e.,
4×1014 molecules cm−3). The excess NO quantitatively (greater than 99%) converts
O3 in the ambient sample flow to NO2 via Reaction (R5). There is no need for an
additional correction for further oxidation of NO2 on this channel since Reactions (R1)–25

(R2), to the small extent that they might occur without large, excess O3, are effectively
reversed by reaction of NO3 with the excess NO (Reaction R4). The excess NO added
to this channel does contain an unavoidable contamination of NO2, which can produce
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a large background signal. An FeSO4 converter on the outlet of the standard cylin-
der reduces this NO2 contamination considerably to a background level of 0.5–2 ppbv
within the sample cell (Washenfelder et al., 2011).

Maintaining a constant number density of excess O3 or NO on either the NOx or Ox
channel is a potential challenge for sampling from an aircraft platform since the ambi-5

ent pressure is variable with aircraft altitude. Flows on all three 405 nm channels are
controlled at constant volumetric rates by varying the standard flow rate with ambient
pressure to maintain constant residence time in each reactor. Addition of a constant,
standard flow of excess reagent with a well-defined mixing ratio to the variable, volu-
metric flow produces a constant number density in each reactor as the aircraft ascends10

and descends. Thus, the conversion efficiencies outlined above do not vary with aircraft
altitude.

The current scheme for acquiring a zero time constant for the 405 nm channels is
identical to that used previously with our 532 nm CRDS NO2 instrument, namely to
slightly overflow the inlet with zero air. The overflow is added through a concentric15

piece of Teflon tubing with an inner diameter slightly larger than the outer diameter of
the inlet tubing and which extends slightly (2–4 cm) beyond the inlet tubing. Addition
through this concentric inlet minimizes the pressure difference between the zero and
signal measurement, which can be significant (1 hPa or greater) if the zero air overflow
is added through a simple tee fitting. Such pressure differences between the zero20

and sample measurement change the Rayleigh scattering background, which must be
corrected for after the measurement. An additional correction is needed to account for
the difference in humidity between ambient air and the dry zero air used to overflow
the inlet. The difference in the Rayleigh scattering cross-section of water vapor and
air was measured at 405 nm by Fuchs et al. (2009) to be 5×10−27 cm2, leading to a25

maximum correction equivalent to 0.15 ppbv NO2 at 80% RH (22 ◦C) . Actual water
vapor corrections are typically smaller, however. Zero measurements occurred every
3 min during ambient sampling and lasted 15 s to allow for the zero air to completely fill
the sample cell.
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The optical extinction due to excess O3 on the NOx channel, and the NO2 impurity
in the added NO on the Ox channel, are not affected by the addition of zero air to the
inlet. Thus, no correction is required for these small, background optical extinctions.

3 Calibrations

Although cavity ring down spectroscopy is, in principle, an absolute method, calibra-5

tions are required if either the inlet transmission efficiency for a particular trace gas is
not unity, or if the absorption cross-section can vary as a function of sampling condi-
tions (i.e., temperature, pressure). The former is the case for NO3 and N2O5, which
are reactive trace gases whose transmission through the inlet system may vary. The
latter is potentially the case for NO2 (and by extension, NO and O3 in this instrument)10

since its absorption cross-section varies with pressure and temperature. We have re-
cently developed calibration standards for NO3 and N2O5 based on their conversion
to NO2 (Fuchs et al., 2008) and for NO2 based on conversion of a standard additions
of O3, as described above (Washenfelder et al., 2011). The following sections out-
line these calibration schemes and their implementation in the current version of this15

aircraft instrument.

3.1 NO2 calibration

The 405 nm laser diodes provided by the manufacturer vary in center wavelength;
hence, the effective cross-section for each laser must be calibrated by standard NO2
additions. Standard concentrations of O3 are generated and measured using a com-20

mercial ozone monitor, then quantitatively converted to NO2, which is measured on the
CRDS instrument, as described above. The calibrator contains its own NO cylinder
and flow controllers for conversion of O3 to NO2 such that it delivers standard addi-
tions of NO2 independent from the CRDS instrument itself. The calibrator is also field
portable and can be used for routine calibration on a daily basis. Typical calibration25
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curves use a series of NO2 mixing ratios between 0–200 ppbv, with the effective NO2
cross-section determined as the slope of a plot of measured optical extinction against
NO2 concentration.

The cell pressure in the 405 nm channels varies significantly with altitude, typically
between 500 and 900 hPa over the altitude range of the NOAA WP-3 aircraft and is5

typically 80–100 hPa below ambient pressure. Therefore, any pressure dependence in
the absorption cross-section for NO2 will directly affect the measurement from aircraft.
Literature spectra for NO2 do indeed show a pressure dependence, e.g., Vandaele et
al. (1998), but only for spectral features too fine to be resolved by the laser system
in the CRDS instrument. Nevertheless, effective NO2 absorption cross-section under10

the bandwidth of the diode laser used here shows a distinct pressure dependence.
Figure 3 shows the NO2 cross-section calibration as a function of pressure. The NO2
cross-section decreases by approximately 6% between 1000 and 500 hPa. The cali-
bration curve in Fig. 3 is the result of multiple determinations in the field on different
days, which were reproducible at any given pressure to within ±2%. For the purpose15

of calculating the NO2 concentration, the cross-section is parameterized by a 3rd order
polynomial. The NO2 absorption cross-section is likely to be temperature-dependent
as well; however, the current version of this instrument has been operated within a
temperature range from 25–32 ◦C, over which the change in cross-section is not mea-
surable. Temperature control on the 405 nm channels may be incorporated in the future20

if sampling in a variable temperature environment is required.

3.2 NO3 cross-section and water vapor sensitivity

The cross-section for NO3 is determined using the absorption spectrum measured by
Yokelson et al. (1994) shown in Fig. 4 and temperature-dependence determined by
Osthoff et al. (2007). Although the absorption spectrum peaks at 2.17×10−17 cm2 for25

298 K the effective cross-section in this instrument is a convolution of the measured
cross-section and the laser spectrum and is therefore smaller than the peak absorp-
tion. Using a typical laser spectrum shown Fig. 4, the effective cross-section was
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2.03×10−17 cm2, a reduction of 7%. One drawback of 662 nm diode laser used in this
instrument is that the intensity in different modes, and thus is spectral output, is not
stable on the time scale of hours. Based on several measured laser spectra, this insta-
bility leads to a variation of 1.5% in the effective NO3 cross-section. The uncertainty
in this cross-section is given by Fuchs et al. (2008) as ±4%; in this instrument, this5

increases to ±6% due to laser spectral variability. The laser spectrum is currently mea-
sured infrequently (e.g., once per flight) using a small grating spectrometer (Ocean
Optics, USB4000) but will be incorporated into routine data acquisition in the future.
The NO3 cross-section is temperature dependent, as described previously, such that
the effective cross-section for the heated channel is 1.68×10−17 cm2 molecule−1 at10

348 K.
Water vapor has an absorption in the 662 nm region of the spectrum. The potential

for water vapor interference with NO3 measurements is well known from broadband
optical measurements of NO3, e.g., Langridge et al. (2008), Solomon et al. (1989).
The water vapor spectrum at 20 ◦C from the HITRAN database (Rothman et al., 2011)15

is shown in red on Fig. 4 along with the nitrate radical absorption spectrum (blue) and
typical diode laser spectrum (gray). Our previous, pulsed dye laser instrument had a
narrow bandwidth which effectively resolved this water vapor spectrum, and could be
tuned off resonance with the discrete water vapor lines while still being tuned effec-
tively to the maximum in the NO3 absorption spectrum. The output of the diode laser,20

by contrast, unavoidably overlaps multiple water vapor lines, making the instrument
much more sensitive to this interference. Furthermore, because the water vapor ab-
sorption spectrum consists of several peaks under the laser bandwidth, the variation in
absorption cross-section can lead to non-exponential ring down traces.

The measured sensitivity to water vapor is shown in Fig. 4 (lower panel). The extinc-25

tion is not linear with respect to water concentration because the ring-down transients
become slightly non-exponential at higher optical extinctions because of the mismatch
between the discrete, water vapor lines and the broadband laser source (Zalicki and
Zare, 1995). However, the data can be corrected by using the fitted polynomial as an
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effective concentration-dependent cross-section as shown in Eq. (2).

τcorrected =

(
1
τ
+
f
(
[H2O]

)
c

Rl

)−1

(2)

τcorrected is the time exponential decay time constant that would be measured in the
absence of water vapor. τ is the measured exponential decay constant. f ([H2O]) is the
fitted polynomial sensitivity and requires an independent measurement of the water5

vapor mixing ratio. The linear term in the polynomial fit corresponds to the water vapor
cross-section when averaged over the laser spectrum and agrees well with the value
calculated using the water vapor cross-section obtained from the HITRAN database,
2.05×10−26 cm2. This linear absorption is insensitive to the presence of added NO,
and will therefore only interfere with the measurement of NO3 and N2O5 if the water10

vapor mixing ratio changes rapidly on the time scale of the instrument zero frequency.
Such variations can, in principle, be corrected by the reference channel (see above),
though in practice the active correction described here proved as useful as a reference
channel. For ground based measurements, simple interpolation between zeros would
normally be sufficient. However, for aircraft sampling, which may rapidly traverse re-15

gions of higher or lower absolute humidity (e.g., on vertical profiles), the interferences
must be actively corrected via Eq. (2). A worst-case change in relative humidity from
0 to 100%, or 3.5×1017 cm−3 (2.9% mixing ratio at 20 ◦C and 505 hPa in the sample
cells), would result in an additional extinction of 7×10−9 cm−1, or the equivalent of
30 pptv of NO3/N2O5. In practice, we have never observed variations in background20

extinction that are this extreme; however active correction remains a necessity.
When the water vapor concentration is approximately constant between the zero and

the signal measurement, there is an additional, small error due to fitting the slightly non-
exponential ring-down transients in the presence of water vapor as though they were
single exponentials to retrieve concentrations of NO3 or N2O5. This effect produces a25

measurement error of less than 0.2% for either compound.
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3.3 NO3 and N2O5 inlet transmission

Wall loss of NO3 on the Teflon surfaces of the inlet and measurement cells is the most
significant source of uncertainty for CRDS measurement of NO3 and N2O5 (Dubé et
al., 2006). Characterization of the NO3 and N2O5 transmission efficiency has been
described by Fuchs et al. (2008). The following provides a short description of the5

method and the changes that are specific to the current instrument design. The cali-
bration scheme for NO3 is based on its chemical conversion to NO2 with excess NO by
Reaction (R4), the same as used for zeroing the 662 nm channels. The resulting NO2
has negligible inlet loss and can be measured by CRDS at 405 nm to provide a stan-
dard for the 662 nm NO3 measurement. N2O5 can be measured similarly by chemical10

and thermal conversion to NO2.
As described above, for ambient sampling, the inlet for the NO2, NOx and Ox chan-

nels is separate from the NO3 and N2O5 inlet. The calibration scheme uses only the
NO2 channel, but it must be connected to the inlet for NO3 and N2O5. This connec-
tion is made via the three-way valve shown in Fig. 1, which switches the instrument15

between sampling and calibration mode. Unlike the previously described calibration
scheme, in which the NO3 and NO2 measurements were in series, they are in parallel
in this configuration, such that measurements of NO3 or N2O5 occur simultaneously
with that of NO2. The connection to the NO2 sample cell has a heater to convert N2O5
to NO3 followed by a short section of nylon tubing which acts as an NO3 scrubber, as20

described in Fuchs et al. (2008). In this configuration, the scrubber serves to remove
NO3 from the flow exiting the heater when the NO addition is off, so that the calibration
channel measures only the NO2 arising from thermal dissociation of N2O5 and not any
optical extinction from NO3. It also prevents recombination of NO3 with NO2 in the
calibration channel. During addition of NO, all NO3 produced in the heater between the25

inlet and the calibration channel is converted to 2×NO2, which is not affected by the
scrubber.
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Calibration samples of N2O5 or NO3 are generated by passing a small flow of zero air
over a sample of solid N2O5 stored in a trap at −78 ◦C (dry ice). The source produces
N2O5 with less than 2% NO3 or, if switched through a heater mounted in the calibration
box, greater than 90% NO3. The NO3 (N2O5) concentration, reduced by inlet loss, is
measured by 662 nm optical extinction. Titration of this NO3 (N2O5) by NO produces5

NO2, which is measured quantitatively by optical extinction at 405 nm.
There are two other sources of NO2 that contribute to its background during cali-

brations. The first is the NO2 that comes directly off the solid N2O5 trap, which can
be measured while adding only NO3 or N2O5 to the inlet. Second, the standard NO
cylinder has an unavoidable NO2 contamination (typically 0.3% of the NO mixing ra-10

tio), which can be measured by adding only NO to the inlet without NO3. Equation (3)
then gives the expression for the transmission efficiency as the ratio between mea-
sured NO3 in the 662 nm channel and 1/2 the NO2 generated from the conversion in
Reaction (R4).

Te =
2
[
NO3

]
[NO2]Trap+NO− [NO2]Trap− [NO2]NO

(3)15

Here, [NO2]Trap+NO is the NO2 concentration when both the NO3 and NO are added
to the inlet, and [NO2]Trap and [NO2]NO are the NO2 concentrations when the NO3 and
NO are added to the inlet separately.

Three separate transmission efficiencies are required: (1) the transmission of N2O5
through the heated inlet, Te(N2O5), which is the combination of the transmission ef-20

ficiency for N2O5 itself, the conversion efficiency to NO3, and the transmission of
NO3 through the heated inlet; (2) the transmission of NO3 through the ambient chan-
nel, T ambient

e (NO3); and (3) the transmission of NO3 through the heated channel,
T heated

e (NO3) (Dubé et al., 2006; Fuchs et al., 2008). For the NO3 channel only the inlet
transmission of NO3 is needed to determine the ambient NO3 concentration, Eq. (4).25

However, because N2O5 is converted to NO3 in the inlet and consequently lost to the
walls, the inlet transmission of both NO3 and N2O5 is needed to calculate the ambient
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N2O5 concentration, Eq. (5).

[
NO3

]
amb =

[
NO3

]
cell

T ambient
e (NO3)

(4)

[
N2O5

]
amb =

([
NO3

]
+
[
N2O5

])
cell−T heated

e (NO3)
[
NO3

]
amb

Te (N2O5)
(5)

[NO3]amb and [N2O5]amb are the ambient concentration of NO3 and N2O5. [NO3]cell and
([NO3]+[N2O5])cell are the concentrations measured in the sample cells.5

Figure 5 illustrates the scheme for an example calibration. Panel A shows the N2O5
transmission measurement, while panel B shows the NO3 transmission measurements
in both the ambient and heated measurement cells, which is done simultaneously by
addition of NO3 to both channels.

4 Detection limits and sample data10

Figure 6 shows a representative measurement of the NO3 and N2O5 instrument base-
line precision in our laboratory while sampling zero air. The Allan variance plot gives
a detection limit under ∼1 pptv (2σ) in 1 s for both species. For NO3, this sensitivity is
comparable to, but slightly worse than that reported by Dubé et al. (2006) (e.g., 0.5 pptv,
1 s, 2σ) using the Nd:YAG/dye laser instrument. For N2O5, the sensitivity is slightly im-15

proved over the pulsed laser version (e.g., 2 pptv, 1 s, 2σ), although the latter improve-
ment derives more from reduction in the optical noise associated with the fast flow in
the heated channel than with any change in the optical system itself. The detection
limits for the NO, NO2 and O3 measurements have been reported in a separate publi-
cations (Washenfelder et al., 2011; Fuchs et al., 2009) and are 170 pptv, 46 pptv and20

56 pptv (1 s, 2σ), respectively. Our previously reported, ground based NOx instrument
(Fuchs et al., 2009) exhibits a better precision of 22 pptv (2σ, 1 s). The aircraft mea-
surements of NO, NO2 and O3 also suffer from an optical instability in flight that leads
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to drifts on the order of 0.1–0.3 ppbv in flight. We anticipate improvements, primarily in
the data acquisition software, to improve the precision of the NOx and O3 channels on
the aircraft instrument. The longer-term baseline instability is most likely related to the
mechanical stability of the optical cavity alignments on these channels. Investigation
into the source of this instability and potential solutions is ongoing, although it could be5

addressed by simply increasing the frequency of zero measurements from the current
5 min interval.

This aircraft instrument was deployed during the CalNex campaign in California on
the NOAA WP-3 aircraft and took measurements on 25 research flights. An example of
the performance and utility of this instrument is shown in Fig. 7, which shows data from10

a flight in the Los Angeles basin on 3 June 2010. The flight track is shown on the upper
panel of the figure. This flight includes a series of vertical profiles over the ocean and
the urban area of the Los Angeles basin. The flight began in late evening and landed
2 h after sunrise. The second panel shows the measured NO3 and N2O5 concentra-
tions during the flight along with altitude. The yellow background indicates the solar15

elevation angle and time of sunrise. The mixing ratios of NO3 and N2O5 vary strongly
with altitude, consistent with the previous measurements of vertical stratification within
the nighttime atmosphere (Brown et al., 2007a).

The NO, NO2 and O3 data for the same flight are shown in the left panels of Fig. 8.
Very little NO was encountered during darkness on this flight since the majority of20

the sampled air masses were distant from direct NOx emission sources. Several NO2
plumes were encountered throughout the night, many of which showed distinct anti-
correlations with O3 due to titration and subsequent nighttime chemistry within these
plumes. After sunrise, the NOx containing plumes showed measurable levels of NO,
which peaked near 30 ppbv during landing at Ontario airport.25

The standard P-3 instrument for measurement of ambient NO, NO2 and O3 is a
custom-built, high-precision, research grade chemiluminescence (CL) instrument (Ry-
erson et al., 1999, 2000, 2003). The NO2 channel of the CL instrument has recently
undergone substantial improvement to the photolysis system for conversion of NO2 to
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NO and modifications of inlet and sample flow path for improved time response of all
channels (Pollack et al., 2011). The right three panels of Fig. 8 show the scatter plots
comparing NO, NO2, and O3 measurements from the 405 nm CRDS instrument with
those from the CL instrument at 1 s time resolution. The instruments agree to within 3%
for NO, 5% for NO2, and 1% for O3 measurements. Correlation among all measure-5

ments was excellent, with R2 values ≥0.99. Much of the scatter in the correlation plots
is the result of synchronization between the instruments when transecting NOx plumes
with sharp edges. Although CRDS is lower in precision than the CL instrument and
is subject to some baseline instability as described above, the comparisons in Fig. 8
demonstrate that it is accurate, at least at larger NOx and O3 values.10

One common diagnostic used to understand the nighttime reactivity of NO3 and
N2O5 is their steady state atmospheric lifetime (Platt et al., 1984). The steady state
lifetime of a species can be determined from its rate of production and its concentration,
defined in Eqs. (6) and (7) for NO3 and N2O5 (Brown et al., 2003).

τSS (NO3) =

[
NO3

]
k1
[
O3
]
[NO2]

≈
(
kNO3

+kN2O5
Keq [NO2]

)−1
(6)15

τSS (N2O5) =

[
N2O5

]
k1
[
O3
]
[NO2]

≈
(
kN2O5

+
kNO3

Keq [NO2]

)−1

(7)

Here τSS(NO3) and τSS(N2O5) are the steady state lifetimes and k1 is the rate constant
for Reaction (R1). When the steady state approximation is valid the lifetimes can be
used to determine the pseudo first-order loss rate of NO3 and N2O5, kNO3

and kN2O5
.

Keq is the equilibrium constant for Reaction (R2). In past field campaigns, this analysis20

would require data from at least two separate instruments. Figure 8 demonstrates the
advantage of the combined measurements of nighttime nitrogen oxides (NO2, NO3 and
N2O5) and O3 into a single instrument. Figure 9 shows the steady state lifetimes for
the flight of 30 May. The lifetimes of NO3 range from 0 to 1.5 h and lifetimes up to
3 h are observed for N2O5. Thus, the combination of NO2, O3 with NO3 and N2O5, all25
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tied to a single analytical standard, provides a complete and accurate representation
of nighttime nitrogen oxide chemistry.

5 Conclusions

The article has described an aircraft instrument for atmospheric measurements of NO3,
N2O5, NO, NO2, and O3 by cavity ring-down spectroscopy. NO3 and NO2 are measured5

directly using a diode lasers with center wavelengths of 662 nm and 405 nm. N2O5 is
thermally converted to NO3 for measurement and NO and O3 are chemically converted
to NO2 and measured. Each channel is regularly calibrated in the field by a scheme
linking the cross-sections of each channel to the O3 cross-section at 254 nm. The inlet
transmission of NO3 and N2O5 is also measured regularly in the field. The performance10

of the instrument was demonstrated during its first deployment on the NOAA P-3 in
California during a 2010 field intensive.
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Fig. 1. Instrument schematic. The upper part framed in red shows the NO3 and N2O5 measure-
ment. The lower part framed in blue shows the NO, NO2 and O3 measurement. BS denotes a
beamsplitter. A photo of the optical bench instrument is shown on the right.
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Fig. 2. Upper panel: ring-down trace from one of the 662 nm cavities, along with the fit to the
ring-down trace. The lower panel shows the fit residual as a percentage of the fit.
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 793 

 794 

Figure 3.  Pressure dependence of the NO2 cross-section at 405 nm.  The pressure-795 

dependent cross-section is parameterized by 3rd order polynomial and used for calculating 796 

NO2 concentration during aircraft sampling at variable altitudes and cell pressures. 797 

Fig. 3. Pressure dependence of the NO2 cross-section at 405 nm. The pressure-dependent
cross-section is parameterized by 3rd order polynomial and used for calculating NO2 concen-
tration during aircraft sampling at variable altitudes and cell pressures.
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Figure 4 798 

 799 

 800 

Figure 4.  The upper panel shows the NO3 (blue) and water vapor (red) absorption 801 

spectrum around 662 nm. A typical laser spectrum is also shown.  The lower panel shows 802 

the measured water sensitivity along with predicted sensitivity neglecting the non-803 

exponential terms.  The measured sensitivity is fit to a 3rd order polynomial and used to 804 

correct the field data. 805 

 806 

Fig. 4. The upper panel shows the NO3 (blue) and water vapor (red) absorption spectrum
around 662 nm. A typical laser spectrum is also shown. The lower panel shows the mea-
sured water sensitivity along with predicted sensitivity neglecting the non-exponential terms.
The measured sensitivity is fit to a 3rd order polynomial and used to correct the field data.
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 807 

 808 

Figure 5.  Example calibration sequences for (A) N2O5 and (B) NO3.  For the N2O5 809 

calibration, the N2O5 source is added directly to the inlet, while for the NO3 calibration it 810 

first passes through a heater to convert it primarily to NO3.  The sequence of the 811 

calibration, indicated by the numbers across the top, includes 1) zero measurement; 2) 812 

addition of N2O5 / NO3 source; 3) titration of the NO3 / N2O5 source with excess NO to 813 

convert it to 2 × NO2; 4) N2O5 / NO3 source switched off, NO titration on to determine 814 

NO2 content of the added NO; and 5) NO titration turned off.  The calibration is given by 815 

equation (3) and is effectively the ratio of 2∆(N2O5)/∆NO2 (or 2∆NO3/∆NO2) marked in 816 

the figure, where ∆NO2 is corrected for the small additional NO2 in the added NO source 817 

given by the difference between (4) and (5) in the sequence above.  For the data shown in 818 

the figure, the N2O5 calibration is 99%.  The NO3 calibrations factors are shown for the 819 

ambient channel (NO3 A) and the heated channel (NO3 B), and are 87% and 85%, 820 

respectively. 821 

 822 

Fig. 5. Example calibration sequences for (A) N2O5 and (B) NO3. For the N2O5 calibration, the N2O5 source is
added directly to the inlet, while for the NO3 calibration it first passes through a heater to convert it primarily to NO3.
The sequence of the calibration, indicated by the numbers across the top, includes (1) zero measurement; (2) addition
of N2O5/NO3 source; (3) titration of the NO3/N2O5 source with excess NO to convert it to 2×NO2; (4) N2O5/NO3
source switched off, NO titration on to determine NO2 content of the added NO; and (5) NO titration turned off. The
calibration is given by Eq. (3) and is effectively the ratio of 2∆(N2O5)/∆NO2 (or 2∆NO3/∆NO2) marked in the figure,
where ∆NO2 is corrected for the small additional NO2 in the added NO source given by the difference between (4) and
(5) in the sequence above. For the data shown in the figure, the N2O5 calibration is 99%. The NO3 calibrations factors
are shown for the ambient channel (NO3 in A) and the heated channel (NO3 in B), and are 87% and 85%, respectively.
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Figure 6  823 

 824 

Figure 6.  Allan variance plots for the NO3 (upper) and N2O5 (lower) measurements when 825 

sampling synthetic zero air.  Both channels have a 2σ precision better than 1 pptv in 1 s. 826 

Fig. 6. Allan variance plots for the NO3 (upper) and N2O5 (lower) measurements when sam-
pling synthetic zero air. Both channels have a 2σ precision better than 1 pptv in 1 s.
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 827 

   828 

Figure 7.  Sample NO3 and N2O5 data from the flight on June 3rd, 2010.  The upper panel 829 

shows the flight track in the Los Angeles basin.  The lower panel shows the NO3 (blue) 830 

and N2O5 (red) mixing ratios measured during the flight along with the aircraft altitude in 831 

gray.  The yellow background indicates the time of sunrise. 832 

Fig. 7. Sample NO3 and N2O5 data from the flight on 3 June 2010. The upper panel shows
the flight track in the Los Angeles basin. The lower panel shows the NO3 (blue) and N2O5
(red) mixing ratios measured during the flight along with the aircraft altitude in gray. The yellow
background indicates the time of sunrise.
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 833 

   834 

Figure 8.  The left panels show sample NO (blue), NO2 (green) and O3 (black) mixing 835 

ratio from both the CRDS instrument and the chemiluminescence (CL) measurements for 836 

the June 3rd flight.  The right panels show the correlations of the two measurements for 837 

each species.  There was a small population of points on this flight for which there was a 838 

deviation on the NO2 measurement, likely related to the zero measurement on one or the 839 

other instruments.  These deviations were not observed on other CalNex flights. 840 

Fig. 8. The left panels show sample NO (blue), NO2 (green) and O3 (black) mixing ratio from
both the CRDS instrument and the chemiluminescence (CL) measurements for the 3 June
flight. The right panels show the correlations of the two measurements for each species. There
was a small population of points on this flight for which there was a deviation on the NO2
measurement, likely related to the zero measurement on one or the other instruments. These
deviations were not observed on other CalNex flights.
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 841 

 842 

Figure 9.  The lifetimes of NO3 (blue) and N2O5 (red) for the June 3rd flight.  The 843 

lifetimes were calculated using concentrations measured by a single instrument.  844 

Fig. 9. The lifetimes of NO3 (blue) and N2O5 (red) for the 3 June flight. The lifetimes were
calculated using concentrations measured by a single instrument.
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